
HOW TO WRITE A JOURNAL ARTICLE IN MLA FORMAT

in MLA 8. Includes information on the structure and examples of journal article citations. Structure of a citation for a
journal article from a database in MLA 8.

Author information can sometimes be found under an "About" section on a website. Author , others note that
something else may be true B. In other words if you want to sub-head heading one like 1. If there is no known
author, start the citation with the title of the website instead. The volume number usually refers to the number
of years that the publication has been circulating. Author, The information in this example will correspond to
an entry in the Works Cited section at the end of the paper formatted as follows: Author, A. And the word
"and" before the second author's name. Journals can be scholarly in nature featuring peer-reviewed articles , or
popular such as trade publications. For example you may have a year but no month or day. For example, the
first issue of a journal for the year that was first circulated in would be volume 20, issue 1. This particular
style is the one most schools have adopted and accepted. ProQuest, ezproxy. A "hanging indent" means that
each subsequent line after the first line of your citation should be indented by 0. In-Text Citations in MLA
Format Like all other style formatting guidelines, MLA requires the use of in text citations for work that is
paraphrased or quoted within a paper in order to attribute the work. For example: Author, Writer, and Doe
argue that this concept is quite interesting  Often date information is put on the bottom of the pages of a
website. Put a comma and the word "and" before the second author's name. Photo from Flickr under Creative
Commons license, created by the. Volume Number, no. Date The best date to use for a website is the date that
the content was last updated. For instance, for the quote for Johnson in the "Author Is Known" section above,
the entry on your Works Cited page would look like this: Johnson, First name. City: Publisher, Year. In this
example only the year was given. The information in this example will correspond to an entry in the Works
Cited section at the end of the paper formatted as follows: AuthorLastName, AuthorFirstName. For example:
The easiest way to prepare the ground for planting is to add a rich soil conditioner AuthorLastName, "Name of
Article". Many school and public libraries provide access to journal databases. My paper includes "this very
interesting quote" Author  Name of Database. These sites are called databases. Both month and year were
provided for this journal. Popular Citation Guides. If not known, the name of the article can be cited. Accessed
27 Jun. AuthorName extensively explored the concept of this very interesting idea  Before you begin to write
your paper, make sure you intend to use a uniform heading plan throughout the whole of your document. Spell
out months fully in the body of your paper.


